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1 Introduction 
Let )(UH  be the class of functions analytic in  { : and 1}U z z C z    and [ , ]H a k  be the subclass of )(UH  
consisting of functions of the form 
                                          11( ) ... , {1,2,...} .
k p
p pf z a a z a z a p

          
Let pA  denote the class of functions of the form 
                                 
1
( ) p kk
k p
f z z a z

 
        , ,p z U                                                                                (1) 
which are analytic in the open unit disk U , and set 1A A . 
For two functions ( )f z  given by (1) and  
                                         
1
( ) ,p kk
k p
g z z b z

 
                                                                                                             (2)          
the hadmard product (or convolution) of  f and g is defined by  
                              
1
( * )( ) ( * )( )p kk k
k p
f g z z a b z g f z

 
      ,p z U  .                                             (3) 
Let f  and F  be members of )(UH , the function  zf  is said to be subordinate to  zF , or  zF  is said to be 
superordinate to  zf , if there exists a function  zw  analytic in U  with   00 w  and   1zw  Uz , such that 
    zwFzf  . In such a case we write    zFzf  . In particular, if F  is univalent, then    zFzf   if and only 
if    00 Ff   and    UFUf  (see [1, 2]). 
 Suppose that p and h are two functions in U , let 
                  
3( , , ; ) :r s t z C U C   . 
If p  and       2, , ;p z zp z z p z z    are univalent in U and if p  is analytic in U  and satisfies the first order 
differential superordination 
                                 2, , ;h z p z zp z z p z z              Uz ,                                                                   (4) 
then p  is called a solution of the differential superordination (4). 
The univalent function q  is called a subordinant solutions of (4) if pq   for all p  satisfying (4). A subordinant q~  that 
satisfies qq ~  for all subordinant q  of (4) is said to be the best subordinant. ( see the monograph by Miller and Mocanu 
[14], and [15]). 
      Recently, Miller and Mocanu [15] obtained sufficient conditions on the functions ,h q  and   for which the following 
implication holds: 
                         2, , ; ( ) ( )h z p z zp z z p z z q z p z      
Using these results, the second author considered certain classes of first-order differential superordinations [7], as well as 
superordination-preserving integral operators [6]. Ali et al. [1], using the results from [7], obtained sufficient conditions for 
certain normalized analytic functions f to satisfy 
                                                                         1 2
( )
( ) ( ),
( )
zf z
q z q z
f z

                                                                 (5) 
where 1q  and 2q are given univalent normalized functions in U . 
Very recently, Shanmugam et al. [20–22] obtained the such called sandwich results for certain classes of analytic functions. 
Further subordination results can be found in [16, 23, 24 and 28]. 
 
Let 1 1, ,..., ,q qA A  and 1 1, ,..., ,s sB B   (  , 1,2... )q s    be positive real parameters such that            








                                                                                                                       (6) 
The Wright generalized hypergeometric function (see [25], [26] and [27]) 
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       1 1 1 1 1, 1,, ,..., , ; , ,..., , ; , ; , ;q s q q s s q s n n n nq sA A B B z A B z              is defined by   




, ; , ; .
!
kq s
q s n n n n n n n nq s
k n n
z
A B z kA kB z U
k




               
                                 
                                                                                                                                          (1.7) 
If  1iA   1, ,i q   and 1jB   1, ,j s  we have  
                         1 11, 1,,1 ; ,1 ; ,... , ,... ,q s n n q s q sq s z F z          ,                                                                          (8) 
which is the generalized hypergemetric function where 










   
      
  
                                                                                                 (9) 
Let 
 , , 1 1 1 1, ; , ;p q s A B z   =    1, 1,, ; , ;
p
q s n n n nq s
z A B z   
 
 
                                  
   



























.                                                                    (10) 
Using the Wright hypergeomtric function, we introduce the following linear operator 
                               , ,, , 1 1 1 1, ; , :
m l
p q s p pA B f A A
     
which is defined by the following convolution 
   0, ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1, ; , ( ) ( )* , ; , ; ;
l
p q s p q sA B f z f z A B z
       
    1, ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1, ; , ( ) (1 ) ( )* , ; , ;lp q s p q sA B f z f z A B z         
                                                                         , , 1 1 1 11 ( )* , ; , ; ;( )
l
p q sl










    , , , , 1, ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , , , 1 1 1 1, ; , ( ) , ; , ( ) .m l m l m lp q s p q s p q sA B f z A B f z                                                                              (11) 
If pf A , then from (1) and (11), we can easily see that 
 
      
     
, , 1 1
, , 1 1 1 1
1
1 1





m l p kn n





p l k p
A B f z z a z
p l










   
   
   




                 (12) 
                                                                                                                          
where 0 {0}, 0, 0m N N l     , and p N . 
We note that when 1iA   1, ,i q   and 1jB   1, ,j s  , the operator 
   , , ,, , 1 1 , , 1 1, ;1,1 ( ) , ( )
m l m l
p q s p q sf z L f z

      was studied by El-Ashwah_ and Aouf  [11], also when 
1iA   1, ,i q  , 1jB   1, ,j s  , 1,p  and 0,l   the operator 
   ,0,1, , 1 1 1 1, ;1,1 ( ) , ( )
m m
q s f z D f z

      was studied  by Selvaraj and Karthikeyan [19], and for 
1iA   1, ,i q   and 1jB   1, ,j s  , and 0m  , the operator 
   0, , ,, , 1 1 1, ;1,1 ( ) ( )
l p q
p q s pf z H f z
     is the Dziok–Srivastava operator [10]. Moreover by specializing the 
parameters , , , , , , , ( 1,..., )i im l p q s A i q   and , ( 1,..., )j jB j s  , we obtain various new operators from 
the operator  , ,, , 1 1 1 1, ; , ( )
m l
p q s A B f z
    studied by several authors such as Catas [9],  Kamali, and Orhan [12],  Kumar 
et al. [13],  Salagean [18],  Al-Oboudi [2] and others.   
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It is easily verified from (12) that 
      , , , , , ,1 1, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1
1 1
, ; , ( ) 1, ; , ( ) , ; , ( )m l m l m lp q s p q s p q sz A B f z A B f z p A B f z
A A
           
  
    
 
                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                                                       )0( 1 A ,    (13) 
         
        , , , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1, ; , ( ) ( ) , ; , ( ) (1 ) , ; , ( )m l m l m lp q s p q s p q sz A B f z p l A B f z p l A B f z            

                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                               ( 0)  .              (14)                                                                                                                                                                            
To prove our results, we need the following definitions and lemmas. 
 






and are such that 0)(  q  for )(/ qEU . Further let the subclass of Q  for which aq )0(  be denoted by 
)(aQ , 0)0( QQ   and 1)1( QQ  .  
 
Lemma 1 ([14]).  Let ( )q z  be univalent function in the unit disc U and let   and   be analytic in a domain D  
containing ( )q U  with ( ) 0w   when  ( )w q U .  Set  ( ) ( ) ( ( )), ( ) ( ( )) ( )q z zq z q z h z q z Q z     and 
suppose that  
i) Q  is a starlike function in  U , 
ii) Re ( ) ( ) 0, .zh z Q z z U    
If p is  analytic in U with (0) (0), ( )p q p U D  and 
                ( ( )) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( )),p z zp z p z q z zq z q z                                                                             (15) 
then  ( ) ( )p z q z , and q  is the best dominant of (15). 
 
Lemma 2 ([21]).  Let ( )q z be a convex univalent function in U and let , * \{0}   with 
                             
 
 





     
             
 
If the function ( )g z is analytic in U and 
                      ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )g z zg z q z zq z       , 
then ( ) ( )g z q z  and ( )q z is the best dominant. 
 
Lemma 3 ([8]).  Let ( )q z be univalent function in the unit disc U and let   and   be analytic in a domain D  
containing ( )q U . Suppose that 
i)    Re ( ) ( ) 0 ,q z q z z U     
ii) ( ) ( ) ( ( ))h z zq z q z  is starlike in U . 
If [ (0),1]p H q Q  with ( )p U D , ( ( )) ( ) ( ( ))p z zp z p z   is univalent U , and  
             ( ( )) ( ) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( )),q z zq z q z p z zp z p z                                                                               (16) 
then  ( ) ( )q z p z , and q  is the best dominant of (16). 
 
Lemma 4 ([15]).  Let ( )q z be convex function in U and let   , with Re 0.   If [ (0),1]p H q Q  and 
( ) ( )p z zp z  is univalent in U , then  
          ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )q z zq z p z zp z    ,                                                                         
implies ( ) ( )q z p z , and q  is the best dominant. 
 






   is univalent in U if and only if 
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2 1 1ab    or 2 1 1ab   . 
     Unless otherwise mentioned, we assume throughout the following sections that 1 1, ,..., ,q qA A  and 








     
0 , 0,m N l   and 0  . 
 
2.  Subordination results for analytic functions.     
      
Theorem 1  Let 
* \{0}    and ( )q z  be a univalent function in ,U  with (0) 1q  , and suppose that 











    
      
    
     ;z U p                                                           (17)  
If pf A  satisfies the subordination 
                        
   , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1 1
1
1, ; , ( ) , ; , ( ) ( )
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p p
A B f z A B f z A zq zp
q z
p z p z p
        

    
       
   
 , (18) 
then 
                       










and the function q is the best dominant of  (18). 
 
Proof.  If we consider the analytic function 
               










by differentiating logarithmically with respect to z , we deduce that 




, , 1 1 1 1
, ,
, , 1 1 1 1
, ; , ( )( )





z A B f zzh z
p







  .                                                                                              (19) 
From (19), by using the identity (13), a simple computation shows that 
          
   , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1 1
1
1, ; , ( ) , ; , ( ) ( )
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p p
A B f z A B f z A zh zp
h z
p z p z p
        

    
        
   
 
hence the subordination (18) is equivalent to 
             
1 1
1 1
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) .
A zh z A zq z





   
Combining the last relation together with Lemma 2 for the special case 1 1A p    and 1  , we obtain our result. 










 in Theorem 1, where 1 1B A    , the condition (17) becomes  










    
     
    
  .z U                                                                                (20) 
It is easy to check that the function 
1









 is convex in U and since 
( ) ( )     for all B  , it follows that the image ( )U  is a convex domain symmetric with respect to the real 
axis, hence 








     
   
                                                                                             (21)        
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Then, the inequality (20) is equivalent to 
 














hence we obtain the following result: 
 
Corollary 1  Let 
*  and 1 1B A     with 














If pf A  satisfies the subordination                             
     
   , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11, ; , ( ) , ; , ( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p p
A B f z A B f zp
p z p z
           
      
   
                                             














  ,                                                                         (22) 
then 
                       






A B f z Az
z Bz
   

  
and the function 1 1Az Bz  is the best dominant of  (22). 
 




Corollary 2  Let 
* such that 









If pf A  satisfies the subordination                             
   
 
 
 , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11, ; , ( ) , ; , ( )
1
m l m l
p q s p q sA B f z A B f z
z z
      
 
   
       
   
                                             














  ,                                                                         (23) 
then 
                       




p q s A B f z z
z z
   

  
and the function 1 1z z  is the best dominant of  (23). 
 
Theorem 2 Let ( )q z  be a univalent function in U , with (0) 1q   and ( ) 0q z   for all z U , and let *,   
and ,   with 0   ,  and suppose that pf A and q  satisfy the conditions: 
          
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11, ; , , ; ,
0
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p
A B f z A B f z
z U
z





,                                          (24)    
and 






zq z zq z
z U
q z q z
   
     
  
                                           (25)      
If  
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         
       
, , , ,
, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1
, , , ,
, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1
1, ; , , ; ,
1
1, ; , , ; ,
m l m l
p q s p q s
m l m l
p q s p q s
z A B f z z A B f z
p
A B f z A B f z
 
 
       
















                                                                (26) 
then 
              
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11, ; , , ; ,
( ),
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p
A B f z A B f z
q z
z






and the function q is the best dominant of  (26) . (the power is the principal one). 
Proof.  Let 
  
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11, ; , , ; ,
( ) , .
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p
A B f z A B f z
h z z U
z





                                    (27) 
According to (24) the function h  is analytic in U , differentiating (27) logarithmically with respect to z we get 
               
         
       
, , , ,
, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1
, , , ,
, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1
1, ; , , ; ,( )
( ) 1, ; , , ; ,
m l m l
p q s p q s
m l m l
p q s p q s
z A B f z z A B f zzh z
p
h z A B f z A B f z
 
 
       

     
  




.             (28) 
In order to prove our result we will use Lemma 1. Considering in this lemma 
        ( ) 1w   and  ( )w
w

  , 
then   is analytic in   and ( ) 0w   is analytic in * . Also, if we let 
        
( )
( ) ( ) ( ( ))
( )
zq z




   , 
and 
        
( )
( ) ( ( )) ( ) 1
( )
zq z




    , 
then, since (0) 1Q   and (0) 0Q   , the assumption (2.9) yields that Q is a starlike function in U .  From  (25) we also 
have 
                        
 
 
( ) ( )
1 0 ,
( ) ( )
zq zzq z zq z
z U
Q z q z q z
   
      
  
 
and then, by using Lemma 1 we deduce that the subordination (26) implies ( ) ( )h z q z and the function q is the best 
dominant of (26). 










 in Theorem 2 , it is easy to check that the assumption (25) holds 
whenever 1 1B A    , hence we obtain the next results. 
 
Corollary 3  Let 1 1B A    and * . Let pf A  and suppose that  
                        









  . 
If  
        
    
   
, ,
, , 1 1 1 1
, ,
, , 1 1 1 1
, ; , ( )
1 1 ,





z A B f z A B z
p









   
  
                                                         (29) 
then 
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A B f z Az
z Bz




and the function 1 1Az Bz  is the best dominant of  (29). (the power is the principal one). 
 
Remarks  
1) Putting 1iA   1, ,i q   and 1jB   1, ,j s   in Theorem 2 we obtain the corresponding  result due to 
El-Ashwah and Aouf  [11, Theorem 2]. 
2) Putting 0, 1p    , 0m  , 1q s  , 1i iA    1, , 1i s  , 1j jB     1, ,j s  , 






   in Theorem 2, then combining this together with Lemma 5 
we obtain the corresponding  result due to Obradović et al. [16, Theorem 1], see also Aouf and Bulboacă [4, Corollary 
3.3]. 
3) For 0, 1p    , 0m  , 1q s  , 1i iA    1, , 1i s  , 1j jB     1, ,j s  , 






  , Theorem 2 reduces to the recent result of Srivastava and 
Lashin [24]. 
4) Putting 0, 1p      , 0m  , 1q s  , 1i iA    1, , 1i s  , 1j jB    






    1 1, 0A B B      in Theorem 2, and using Lemma 5 we 
get the corresponding  result due to Aouf and Bulboacă [4, Corollary 3.4]. 
5) Putting 0, 1p    , 0m  , 1q s  , 1i iA    1, , 1i s  , 1j jB     1, ,j s  , 






    in Theorem 2, we obtain the 
corresponding  result due to Aouf et al. [5, Theorem 1], see also Aouf and Bulboacă [4, Corollary 3.5]. 
 
Theorem 3  Let  ( )q z  be a univalent function in U , with (0) 1q  , and Let *,   and , , ,     with 
0   , and suppose that pf A and q  satisfy the conditions: 
            
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11, ; , , ; ,
0
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p
A B f z A B f z
z U
z





,                                       (30)    
and 
                                                          
 
 





    
      
    
,z U                                                  (31) 
If      
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11, ; , , ; ,
( )
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p
A B f z A B f z
z
z






               
         
       
, , , ,
, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1
, , , ,
, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1
1, ; , , ; ,
,
1, ; , , ; ,
m l m l
p q s p q s
m l m l
p q s p q s
z A B f z z A B f z
p
A B f z A B f z
 
 
       
 
     
   
   
          
                             (32) 
and  
              ( ) ( ) ( )z q z zq z     ,                                                                                                                       (33)           
then 
              
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11, ; , , ; ,
( ),
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p
A B f z A B f z
q z
z






and the function q is the best dominant of  (33)  (all the power are the principal ones). 
 
Proof.    Let ( )h z be defined by (27), the we have from (28)                                                  
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         
       
, , , ,
, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1
, , , ,
, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1
1, ; , , ; ,
( ) ( )
1, ; , , ; ,
m l m l
p q s p q s
m l m l
p q s p q s
z A B f z z A B f z
zh z h z p
A B f z A B f z
 
 
       

     
  




Let us consider the following functions: 
        ( ) ,w w    and  ( ) , ,w w    
        
( )
( ) ( ) ( ( )) ,
( )
zq z




    , 
and 
        ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) , .g z q z Q z q z zq z z U         , 
From the assumption we see that Q is starlike in U and, that   








Q z q z


   
      
  
 
thus, by applying Lemma 1 the proof is completed. 










 in Theorem 3, where 1 1B A    , and according to (2.5), 
the condition (2.15) becomes 
            
1










Hence, for the special case  0, 0     , we obtain the following result: 
 
 
Corollary 4   Let 1 1B A    , *  and    with 
                    
1









Let pf A  and suppose that  
                    









  , 
and 
        
   
, ,, ,
, , 1 1 1 1, , 1 1 1 1
, ,
, , 1 1 1 1
, ; ,1, ; ,
, ; ,
m lm l
p q sp q s
p m l
p q s
z A B f zA B f z
p
z A B f z
 





    
       
      
 











 ,                                                 (34)           
then 
                  






A B f z Az
z Bz




and the function 1 1Az Bz  is the best dominant of (32) (all the powers are the principal ones). 










 in Theorem 3 we obtain  the corresponding  
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3   Superordination and sandwich results 
 





  . Let  pf A  and 
suppose that    , ,, , 1 1 1 1, ; , [ (0),1]
m l p
p q s A B f z z H q Q
     . If the function 
          
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11, ; , , ; ,
m l m l
p q s p q s
p p
A B f z A B f zp
p z p z
           
      
   
, 
is univalent in U , and  
 
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11
1
1, ; , , ; ,( )
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p p
A B f z A B f zA zq z p
q z
p p z p z
        

    
       
   
 ,                             (35) 
then 
               










and q is the best subordinate of (34). 
Proof.  Let us define the function g by 
               





A B f z
g z z U
z
  
  . 
From the assumption of the theorem, the function  g  is analytic in U ,  by differentiating logarithmically with respect to 
z the function g , we deduce that 
               
    
   
, ,
, , 1 1 1 1
, ,
, , 1 1 1 1
, ; ,( )





z A B f zzg z
p







  .                                                                                         (36)                                                                      
After some computations, and using the identity (1.13), from (3.2) we get 
               
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11
1
1, ; , , ; ,( )
( )
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p p
A B f z A B f zA zg z p
g z
p p p z p z
        
 
    
            
, 











 in Theorem 4 , where 1 1,B A     hence we obtain the next results. 
 
Corollary 5   Let 1 1B A     and  pf A . Suppose that    
, ,
, , 1 1 1 1, ; , [ (0),1]
m l p
p q s A B f z z H q
    . If 
the function 
          
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11, ; , , ; ,
m l m l
p q s p q s
p p
A B f z A B f zp
p z p z
           
      
   
, 
is univalent in U , and 
 
 
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11
2
1
1, ; , , ; ,( )1
,
1 (1 )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p p
A B f z A B f zA A B zAz p
Bz p Bz p z p z
        

    
            
                           (37) 
then 
          










and 1 1Az Bz   is the best subordinate of (37). 
  
Using arguments similar to those of the proof of Theorem 3, and then by applying Lemma 3 we obtain the following result.  
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Theorem 5  Let ( )q z be convex  function in U , with (0) 1q  . Let *,   and , , ,     with 0    
 Re 0   . Let pf A  and suppose that f  satisfies the conditions: 
         
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11, ; , , ; ,
0,
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p
A B f z A B f z
z U
z







         
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1, ; , , ; ,
[ (0),1]
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p
A B f z A B f z
H q Q
z






If the function   given by (2.16) is univalent in U , and 
                     ( ) ( ) ( ),q z zq z z                                                                                                                    (38) 
then              
              
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11, ; , , ; ,
( ) ,
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p
A B f z A B f z
q z
z






and the function q is the best subordinate of  (38). (all the power are the principal ones). 
    Combining Theorem 1 with Theorem 4 and Theorem 3 with Theorem 5, we obtain, respectively, the following two 
sandwich results: 
 
Theorem 6   Let 1q  and 2q  be two convex function in U , with 1 2(0) (0) 1q q  . Let 





  . 
Let  pf A  and suppose that    
, ,
, , 1 1 1 1, ; , [ (0),1]
m l p
p q s A B f z z H q Q
     .  If the function 
          
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11, ; , , ; ,
m l m l
p q s p q s
p p
A B f z A B f zp
p z p z
           
      
   
, 
is univalent in U , and  
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11 1
1
1
1, ; , , ; ,( )
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p p
A B f z A B f zA zq z p
q z
p p z p z
        

    
       
   
  












 ,                                                   (39) 
then 
                 
   , ,, , 1 1 1 1
1 2
, ; ,




A B f z
q z q z
z
  
  , 
and  1q  and 2q  are, respectively, the best subordinate and the best dominant  of (39). 
 
Theorem 7  Let 1q  and 2q  be two convex function in U , with 1 2(0) (0) 1q q  . Let 
*,   and 
, , ,     with 0     Re 0   . Let pf A  and suppose that f  satisfies the conditions: 
         
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11, ; , , ; ,
0,
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p
A B f z A B f z
z U
z







           
       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 11, ; , , ; ,
[ (0),1]
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p
A B f z A B f z
H q Q
z






If the function   given by (2.16) is univalent in ,U  and 
             1 1 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,q z zq z z q z zq z                                                                                  (40) 
then              
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       , , , ,, , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1
1 2
1, ; , , ; ,
( ) ( ),
( )
m l m l
p q s p q s
p
A B f z A B f z
q z q z
z





   
and  1q  and 2q  are, respectively, the best subordinate and the best dominant  of (40). 
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